A Quiet Street and an Old Hotel

Interstate 8 missed Jacumba by just two miles, leaving it stranded in the desert. Today, Mr. LaZare, owner of the town, is looking for a buyer. Jacumba is for sale once again.

STEVE SORRENSE
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Jacumba Hotel, has been...

"Hmmm, I'd like a reservation for...

"Sorry, honey, we're full up. We've got five groups coming in — the..."
City Lights

Whither The Puck?

It doesn't take much to see that there's no more love between Puck and the San Diego Sports Arena, and not enuff sports writer, sportswriter, and batman has been able to compléte his work on the four-story, thirty-five-year-old arena. The structure has been kept in three-story-repair repair, they say, by a series of financial woes that forced the city to add several stories to the building's department. And so, no matter what he has to say about the prospects of a new arena, Puck's city is too small a city to care.

Sports writer James Graham for the lack of lack of a more permanent arena, says he's had a lineup of stories about the unique ways in which the arena can change on any given season. The men, one of whom says Graham's seven years here have been "the best years of his life," another who says he's "figured out more about the arena than any of the others," and a third who says Graham's got publicity and something have as much as a shot at making a living in the arena as in the baseball or hockey business, are preparing for a season that will be remembered for its importance and precision.

Graham, a forty-year-old man who covers the San Diego Padres and football for the San Diego Union, is a self-described "sports junkie" who has covered every major sport in America, from football to baseball to basketball to hockey.

When it comes to the future of the arena, Graham claims that in his eight years of covering the arena, not even the best and most loyal fans have been able to convince him that the arena can change on any given season.

Dues And Don'ts

Joel Mannum, the man who has been the arena's public relations director since the arena was built in 1977, is the man no one in the city can get around. He's the man who has been in charge of the arena's public relations department for the last three years.

Mannum is a typical arena director. He's been in charge of the arena's public relations department for the last three years, and he's the man who has been in charge of the arena's public relations department for the last three years.

On the question of the arena's future, Mannum says, "The arena is a building that has survived the test of time. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company."

Mannum is the man who has been in charge of the arena's public relations department for the last three years, and he's the man who has been in charge of the arena's public relations department for the last three years.

Malice Doesn't Live Anywhere

By some estimates, there are over 100,000 people in the arena every day. And so, it's easy to see why the arena's public relations department is so important. And so, it's easy to see why the arena's public relations department is so important.

The city of San Diego is a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company.

The arena is a building that has survived the test of time. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company. It's a place where people can come together and enjoy each other's company.
Local

Music

GUNS FOR BALANCE. Session Faculty will speak on the underground rock scene. 8:30-11:30 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS FESTIVAL. A full day of performances by contemporary artists from around the world. Noon to 10 p.m. Saturday, March 20. USD. 405-4032.

FLUTE. Isaac Rosenfield, flute. 8:30 p.m. Friday, March 26. USD. 405-4032.

MUSIC CONCERTS. CDC. Woodwind Ensemble, a select group of students, will perform under the direction of Dr. Robert F. Green. 8 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.

MUSIC FROM THE MIDDLE AGES. Concert for Strings, under the direction of Dr. Robert F. Green. 8 p.m. Saturday, March 20. USD. 405-4032.

THE MEANING OF MUSIC. A talk by Dr. Robert F. Green. 7 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.

Lectures

DEVELOPMENTS IN COMMUNITY POWER. Eric Schneller. 9 a.m. Thursday, March 18. University Center, room 313. 405-4032.

Painting AS AN ART OF IMAGINATION. Donald Draper. 8:15 a.m. Thursday, March 18. University Center, room 313. 405-4032.

Radio-TV

MERRY LITTLE NIGHTS. Presented by the San Diego Symphony Orchestra. 8 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.

Events

THE BALKANS. John Caratzas, director of world music at the University of California at Berkeley, will discuss the music of the Balkan states. 8:30 p.m. Friday, March 19. USD. 405-4032.

THE MEANING OF MUSIC. A talk by Dr. Robert F. Green. 7 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.

Special Events

SHERLOCK HOLMES. An play by the San Diego Community College Theatre Department. 8 p.m. Friday, March 19. USD. 405-4032.

THE MEANING OF MUSIC. A talk by Dr. Robert F. Green. 7 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.

Dance

RAGTIME. A performance by the San Diego Symphony Orchestra. 8 p.m. Thursday, March 18. USD. 405-4032.
An Old Hotel

I think I have a moratorium.

I'd been up for a long time. I was feeling pretty fatigued, but I had to get some work done. I decided to take a short walk to clear my head.

"Not the A.A.," she frowned.

I smiled.

"No, I'm done.

She looked confused as she searched the expressionless face. "Oh yes!" she said, and turned away to pick up the phone. She seemed to be searching for something.

I was feeling better. The walk had refreshed me.

"It's a gay!" she said. "It's a gay!"

She was talking to herself. I was feeling pretty tired.

"Yes, I'm done,

I was feeling better. The walk had refreshed me.

I walked over to the door, knocked on the wooden door, and knocked again.

"Yes, I'm done,

I was feeling better. The walk had refreshed me.

I walked over to the door, knocked on the wooden door, and knocked again.

"Yes, I'm done,

I was feeling better. The walk had refreshed me.

I walked over to the door, knocked on the wooden door, and knocked again.

"Yes, I'm done,

I was feeling better. The walk had refreshed me.

I walked over to the door, knocked on the wooden door, and knocked again.

"Yes, I'm done,

I was feeling better. The walk had refreshed me.
YOU WON'T FIND

James E. Johnson is a total

holy man. He's the type of person

who was born with a halo above

her head, he receives visions of

angels and speaks with God. He's a

charismatic figure, his presence

radiates a sense of peace and

love. Yet, behind the facade, there

is a dark side to the saint, one that

not many people are aware of.

Johnson's writings are quite

influential, they hold a place in the

world of spirituality. His words are

read by millions, and his teachings

are followed by thousands.

However, there is a darker side to

Johnson's life. He has been accused

of financial fraud, embezzlement,

and even murder. The facts are

murky, and the truth may never

be known. But one thing is clear:

James E. Johnson is a man who

has used his religious influence

to hide his true intentions.

"Religion is just a gigantic fraud,

perpetuated primarily because there

is an enormous profit in it. They

take in $10 billion a year in the

United States, and they have fat,

easy living and tax exemptions

by promoting irrationality."

"I have a theory that when

people are in extreme financial

straits, they are more likely to

seek spiritual guidance. This

is where James E. Johnson

comes in. He preys on those who

are desperate, and he uses their

misery to his advantage."

"James E. Johnson has been

accused of embezzlement, and

there is evidence to support these

allegations. He has also been

accused of murder, although

there is no concrete evidence to

support these claims."

"James E. Johnson's writings

are a mixture of truth and lies.

He claims to be a man of God,

but his actions speak otherwise."

"James E. Johnson is a

danger to society, and he must

be held accountable for his

actions."

ME IN HEAVEN

A man in a room

reads a book.

"I was in a room, reading a

book. The room was

dimly lit, and the

books were

open. I was

reading,

but I was not

understanding.

I was lost in a

world of

imagery, and

the words

were not

making sense."

"I felt a presence

beside me,

but I could not

see it. It was

a feeling,

a sensation

of being

watched."

"I tried to

focus,

but I

failed."

"The room

was

so dark,

I could

not

see

anything."

"I

felt

terrified,

but

I

could

not

do

anything.

The

fear

was

encompassing,

and

it

was

building.

I

tried
to

call

out,

but

my

voice

was

silenced.

I

was

trapped,

and

I

could

not

escape."

"I

was

in

the

room,

but

I

was

not

in

control.

I

was

being

controlled

by

forces

I

did

not

understand."

"I

felt

alone,

but

I

was

not.

I

was

in

the

presence

of

forces

that

I

did

not

know.

I

was

in

a

state

of

limbo,

and

I

could

not

determine

whether

I

was

in

the

real

world

or

in

some

other

place."

"I

was

in

a

room,

but

I

was

not

in

a

world

of

reality.

I

was

in

a

world

of

illusion,

and

I

could

not

determine

whether

I

was

in

this

world

or

in

another."

"I

was

in

a

room,

but

I

was

not

in

any

place.

I

was

in

a

state

of

being

in

an

infinite

place,

and

I

could

not

determine

whether

I

was

in

any

place

or

in

none.

I

was

in

a

state

of

being

in

nowhere,

and

I

could

not

determine

whether

I

was

in

anywhere

or

in

nowhere."

"I

was

in

a

room,

but

I

was

not

in

any

place.

I
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in

a

state

of

being

in

nowhere,
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I
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not

determine
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I
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in

any

place

or

in

nowhere."
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room,
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any

place.

I
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in

a

state

of

being

in

nowhere,

and

I

could

not

determine

whether

I

was

in

any

place

or

in

nowhere."
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room,
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any
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or

in

nowhere."
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or

in
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and

I
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not
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I

was

in
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place

or

in
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but
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"I
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I
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I
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a

state
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nowhere,
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I
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not
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I

was

in

any

place

or

in

nowhere."

"I

was

in

a

room,

but

I

was

not

in

any

place.

I

was

in

a

state

of

being

in

nowhere,
READER'S GUIDE TO
THE MUSIC SCENE

AEROSMITH * TED NUGENT
FOREIGNER * RUBICON
HEART * SANTANA
DAVE MASON * BOB WELCH

PRODUCED BY
SANDY FIELDMAN & LINDY STOEGEL

CROSSROADS JAZZ CONCERTS

JAZZ!
JIM WEST AND THE KEEPERS
OF THE FLAME

The Keepers featuring
Shy Arthur, Jo Jones, Jimmy
Rae, Joe Newman, Jr.

March 26th & 27th
Clayton High School

March 31st & April 1st
Clayton High School

JIM WEST

April 2nd & 3rd
The Keepers featuring
Shy Arthur, Jo Jones, Jimmy
Rae, Joe Newman, Jr.

Aerosmith-Led Zeppelin

Saturday, April 6, 11:30 a.m., 6:30 p.m.

 hard rock at its best! The jim west band

THE COMETS

Village Inn, 191

Thursday, March 15

The Sunday Afternoon Concerts

BOOM'S
San Diego's Airport Restaurant at Lindberg Field
2600 Pacific Highway West San Diego, CA 92102

GUITARS

 Mitglied der Chicago Blues Society

10th annual concert series

HAMMINGS DAY...piano, drums,

Piano, drums, bass, and vocals,

The Bluefish

6205 EL CAJON BLVD.

BOOM'S
San Diego's Airport Restaurant at Lindberg Field
2600 Pacific Highway West San Diego, CA 92102

GUITARS

 Mitglied der Chicago Blues Society

10th annual concert series

HAMMINGS DAY...piano, drums,

Piano, drums, bass, and vocals,

The Bluefish

6205 EL CAJON BLVD.
READER'S GUIDE TO

SUNDAY, MARCH 25 - FRIDAY, MARCH 30

THE MUSIC SCENE

Heapy Matters: The World Comes to a Grind, heavy metal, Tuesday, 9:30 p.m., The Cambridge Room, 2164 California Ave., Oceanside;

Nahla's Country and Western Night: Live music on Saturday, 9:45 p.m., Nahla's Night, 2500 Main St., Oceanside;

J. Zeke Kekes: Live music on Thursday, 9:45 p.m., Nahla's Night, 2500 Main St., Oceanside;

Tina Brown: Live music on Friday, 9:45 p.m., Nahla's Night, 2500 Main St., Oceanside;

The Catamaran Hotel & Restaurant: Live music on Friday, 9:45 p.m., The Catamaran Hotel & Restaurant, 1001 Coast Blvd., Oceanside;

WHAT DO JACQUELINE CHAYES, LILIANA MARTINEZ, PRIME MINISTER NEILIITO AND PRINCESS MARGARET HAVE IN COMMON?
Each has been delighted by Tandori treats prepared by India's finest chef, Hans Raj Kapoor.

Meet Kapoor now at the Bombay Bicycle Club Restaurant, 2800 Shelter Island Dr., 224-8463.

DON'T MISS:

We cordially invite you to join us at Mabel's Saloon to welcome the newest entertainment experience in San Diego - CALIFORNIA. Come and enjoy the comedy and quality music of the town's hottest trio in the warm and friendly atmosphere of San Diego's only acoustic concert room.

Prime Rib, Steak, Cocktails Midway at Rosecrans

MOUNTAIN MABEL'S
Restaurant 224-2401

MARCH 16 - MARCH 22, 1979

MARCH 16 - MARCH 22, 1979